Chapter 1

One day Raymond was watching the video of his battle with the Empire with his friends. It was when he had turned into a Lego man, and he was the hero in Legoland!

He decided to return to Legoland again to help Poe Dameron, so he invited his best friends Tony and Paul to go with him, but when they went into Raymond’s room, there was only one blue circle on the desk.

“What does that mean?” said Paul.

“I remember there used to be two on the desk!” said Tony. “One orange and one blue. What happened to the orange one?”

“I don’t know,” said Raymond. “Maybe I can use the force to see the future and the past.”

Raymond used the force to see the past. Then he opened his eyes very fast, and screamed, “What?! It became invisible!!!”

“How can it be invisible?” asked Tony and Paul together.

“Let me look at the past again,” said Raymond. “Maybe what I saw was not right. It didn’t make sense.”

He looked into the past again and then, said, “WAIT, WAIT, WAIT!!! It totally got invisible!”
“How can that make sense?” asked Paul.

“I have no idea,” Tony answered.

“Wait! I found some clues! I see a dark caped man standing near it. I know! It’s Darth Sidious!” Raymond shouted. “And he is going to kill our classmates, and then us!”

They were shocked at what Raymond had just told them.

“He plans to use the orange circle to turn into a human and then he will be able to come here and finish his plan. But first he plans to destroy the Resistance headquarters. We need to stop him before he can do that!” Raymond suggested.

Raymond drew out his lightsaber.

“Where did you get this?” questioned Tony.

“I’ll explain later. There is no time right now,” Raymond said as he turned on his video recorder.

At the same time, they put their fingers into the blue circle. Now they were Lego men again on Raymond’s desk.

“We have to find Darth Sidious before he figures out how to use the orange circle. If he does that, he will become a human. That will be very bad for our classmates!” Raymond explained.

“How are we going to find him?” asked Tony.

“I have an idea,” said Raymond.

He spotted a First Order Heavy Assault Walker under the desk on the floor. It was walking, so he drew out his light saber again, jumped off the desk, and climbed into the cockpit of the Walker.

Tony and Paul heard many voices in the cockpit. There were the sounds of fighting, but when Raymond opened the cockpit’s door, he was wearing a stormtrooper’s uniform. He waved at Tony and Paul to jump down and join him in the walker.
Tony and Paul took deep breaths and then jumped down to join Raymond. Tony hurt his leg when he hit the ground. Paul had to carry him to the Walker. Fortunately, there were extra legs in the Walker, so Raymond fixed his leg just like new, only it was yellow instead of blue.

“ Aren’t there any blue legs in here?” Tony asked.

“ Just the one you broke,” Raymond responded. “ Maybe we can find a blue one later.”

Raymond helped Tony and Paul to put on stormtrooper uniforms.

“ Can’t we be killed for wearing stormtrooper uniforms! Isn’t this like being a spy?” asked Paul.

“ In these uniforms, we are tall like a grownup person, so Darth Sidious won’t know who we are,” said Raymond. “ We have to risk it.”

“ Where do we go from here?” Paul asked.

There was a sound on from the radio in front of Raymond on the dashboard. Raymond listened to it.

It said, “ Darth Sidious and his men aren’t in the Imperial Base. They are still going to go on their trip. We are not sure where they are going to go, but they will return in one week.”

Another voice responded, “ That seems to be correct. We’ll get back with you later.”

Raymond used the force to look into the future.

He said, “ Trip? I don’t think it’s a trip because they will fly to the Resistance in one week to fight! They are planning a surprise attack. I thought they we going to kill our classmates, but I was wrong. They are going to try to destroy the Resistance! AND THEN they plan to use the orange circle to get revenge on our classmates for destroying the Death Star. BUT! I have a plan. First, we have to destroy the Imperial Base,” he searched on his map.
“There are no guards around the base. Darth Sidious has taken them with him to train for the mission to the Resistance. Darth Sidious does not know that we are coming to fight him,” Raymond informed Paul and Tony.

Raymond directed the First Order Heavy Assault Walker to head toward the Imperial Base. With all of the army with Darth Sidious, the Base was not protected.

While they were walking, Raymond, Paul, and Tony put together some very powerful weapons. Raymond used the force to make big guns while Tony and Paul put them on the sides of the walker.

When they got to the Imperial Base, Raymond and his friends used all their firepower to destroy it. After firing all the weapons at the Base, the whole thing exploded. Guards on the Imperial Base never saw Raymond and his friends coming since they thought the Assault Walker was part of their army. It was a complete surprise.

The boys in the Walker let out a big cheer, “Woo Hoo! We did it!”

Then Raymond called to Poe Dameron.

“This is Raymond calling Poe Dameron. Do you hear me?” Raymond said.

“Yes, I can hear you,” said Poe Dameron. “What can we do for you?”

“The Imperial army will attack you in one week,” said Raymond.

“How do you know this?” Poe Demaron asked.

“I can see the future,” answered Raymond. “So, you have to train and prepare your army now, and I will come to your base and train your army and you on how to use the force.”

“Huh? You can see the future? I’m supposed to believe you?” Poe Dameron asked in disbelief.

“Remember, I can use the force. Master Yoda taught me this,” Raymond tried to convince him.

“If what you say is true, we don’t have much time. I’ll see you when you get
here. We are looking forward to seeing you again,” Poe Dameron said and then ended the conversation.

Raymond climbed out of the cockpit of the Walker. They took off the stormtrooper uniforms because it was difficult to walk in them since they were not the right size.

“We need to make more Ray Wing Fighters. I still have the plans on my computer, so we can make three of them for us,” Raymond suggested.

They climbed back up the desk to the computer, loaded the plans, turned on the 3-D printer and in six minutes they had three Ray Wing Fighters.

Raymond chose gray and blue, Tony chose red and white, and Paul chose green and yellow. They looked really garious in the light of the lamp on the desk.

Seven hours later, after they had printed three-hundred-ten fighters, they climbed into their Ray Wing Fighters. Raymond used the force to drag the three-hundred-ten fighters behind him to take to the Resistance Base.

It was slow going because of having to pull so many fighters. Raymond was a little afraid that if Darth Sidious found out what they were doing, he might attack and destroy the fighters. He tried to take them to light speed, and after awhile he was able to do it.

Finally, they approached the Resistance base.

When they got there, they were met by Poe Dameron.

“It is nice to see you again!” he said.

“Me too!” Raymond said. “Here are some more Ray Wing Fighters. You are going to need them in a battle with Darth Sidious.”

“Where are we going to put all these Ray Wing Fighters? We don’t have enough room for all of them.” Poe Dameron asked.

“I will make it so that they can be stacked three high. I will use the force to make them float,” Raymond came up with a plan.
After doing what he said, he smiled.

“That should do it,” Raymond said, proud of himself.

Behind Poe Dameron, he saw four boys.

“I found these boys in your living room, and I brought them to my base. I think you need them,” said Poe Dameron.

Raymond exclaimed, “Wait! I know these guys. They are Gordon, Luke, Bruce, and Harry. They are my friends in Shanghai!”

He turned to the boys and asked, “How did you get here? I thought you went home from summer camp. That was the last time I saw you.”

Harry said, “We don’t know. We just saw a black caped man and he used an orange circle to bring us to your house. He made us Lego men. Then he and his men went to the bathroom to train.”

“Wait, are you a Jedi?” said Gordon to Raymond.

“Yep. I’m a Jedi,” said Raymond. “I just forgot my lightsaber when I went to Shanghai for camp.”

“WOW!” said Luke. “Now we know why we are here. Because we were your friends at camp, Darth Sidious thinks we are also Jedi.”

Then a tall man with blonde hair came.

“Hi, you guys,” he greeted them.

“LUKE SKYWALKER? How did you get here?” yelled out Raymond in complete surprise.

“Actually, I know you helped destroy the Death Star. I’m full of thanks for it. Now we must work together to finally defeat Darth Sidious and his army. It won’t be easy,” Luke Skywalker informed them.

“Hold on, how did you get here? I remember you are a human just like me,” Raymond asked.

“I was made into a Lego man after the last Star Wars Lego movie, so now I
fight the Empire with Commander Poe Damerion and his amazing pilots,” Luke Skywalker answered.

“Did you see the huge Cruiser?” Raymond asked.


“I made it myself. Do you like it?” Raymond responded.

“It is one of the most amazing things I have ever seen!” Luke Skywalker gave his opinion of the craft. “I can hardly wait to test it out. Can I fly it?”

“Of course, you can,” said Raymond. “But first we have to concentrate on training because the army will be here sooner than you think.”

“Alright let’s start the training,” Poe Dameron said. “You, Luke Skywalker, train my army in tactical fighting, and train them to use the force like Raymond did.”

“Raymond, I want you train the kids and me in how to use the force,” Poe Dameron continued.

“Alright!” said the two Jedi together.

The training was intense. After just four days the army was ready. They knew how to use the force and they were ready to fly the new Ray Wing fighters into battle.

“Luke Skywalker,” said Raymond. “You can test fly the huge Cruiser with us this afternoon. We can use it to spy on Darth Sidious and his army in the bathroom.”


When Luke Skywalker was having his lunch with green milk, Raymond went to his Cruiser, he used the force to make something new for it. Then he went to have lunch with Luke Skywalker.


Raymond went to the front, sat down, and began to push buttons.

“How do you know how to fly this thing?” Luke Skywalker asked.
“I’m a huge Star Wars fan, so I looked at how a cruiser works, and then, I remembered the details. I used those details to build this,” said Raymond.


“Thanks,” said Raymond. “So, now we have to work with it.”

Then Raymond fired the engines and flew out of the base into space. After that he pushed the reflective shield button.

“What is the button for?” asked Luke Skywalker.

“It is for the shields. They will protect us from anything Darth Sidious and throw at us,” Raymond answered.

On the way Raymond spotted two stormtroopers on the ground below them.

“Watch me!” said Raymond to Luke Skywalker. “You have to learn how to shoot at them.”

He pulled a lever to let the guns point at the stormtroopers, and then he pushed a red button.

“Boosh, Boosh,” the stormtroopers were shot by the canons and fell motionless on the ground.


Raymond spotted another stormtrooper alone on the ground.

“You can try it now,” Raymond offered Luke Skywalker.

“What do I do?” he asked.

Raymond showed him what to do.

“First you have to pull the lever and point the gun at your target. Then push the red button to fire. It’s that easy,” Raymond taught Luke Skywalker.

He did just as Raymond had said.

“BOOSH!” the stormtrooper met the same fate as the other two.

“YES!” said Luke Skywalker. “This is the best weapon I’ve ever seen. It is so easy to use.”
Raymond said, “Let’s keep going to find Darth Sidious and his army. With this new gun, we should be able to finish them off in no time at all.”

“Wait a minute,” Luke Skywalker interjected. “What about the force? Darth Sidious is an expert at the force. Do you really think we can use our guns against the force?”

“I have a plan,” said Raymond.
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He called Poe Dameron and said something to him. Luke Skywalker could not hear what he said.


“Never mind. It’s not important,” Raymond answered.

Raymond pushed a button on the arm of his seat. There was a picture of a fly on the button. Then the Cruiser turned into the shape of a fly.

It made the sound of a buzzing fly – ZZZZZZZZZ.

It flew into the bathroom.

Raymond started a video to see how Darth Sidious was training his guards. Over the speaker, Raymond and Luke Skywalker watched and listened.

“Ouch! That noise is too loud,” said an Imperial Guard.

“Don’t worry about it!” Darth Sidious responded. “That’s just a fly.”

Just then Darth Sidious could no longer see the fly. Raymond turned it back into a cruiser instantly. He fired at the guards with his guns. Many guards died in the first attack.

“You evil Resistance!” yelled Darth Sidious up at the Cruiser. “Raymond, is that you? I want to kill you!”

“No way, that’s no use,” said Raymond calmly.

Luke Skywalker nodded his head.

“How can he? That doesn’t make sense?” asked Bruce.

“We know all about it,” said Tony and Paul.

“How?” asked one of the other boys.

“There is no time to explain it now. We will see the fight between Raymond
and Darth Sidious. It will be so garious!” Tony answered. “Trust us.”

Raymond flew the cruiser out of the bathroom.

Darth Sidious chased after Raymond. Some of his stormtroopers were now in TIE Fighters. While some of them were still on the floor in the bathroom.

When they flew out into the living room, Darth Sidious hit something. He looked in front of him, there was only air there, but then a Ray Wing Fighter appeared. It had been invisible when it hit Darth Sidious. Poe Dameron was in the Ray Wing Fighter. He had set the trap that Raymond had told him about. Then more Ray Wing Fighters appeared from invisible to visible.

“Where did that technology come from?” asked Luke Skywalker.

“I invented it for the Resistance,” Raymond answered with a big smile. “I built it into all of the Ray Wing Fighters.”

“Now, Luke Skywalker, you have to control the Cruiser,” Raymond directed.

Unexpectedly, Raymond opened the door and jumped out of the Cruiser.

He landed peacefully on the ground, and he opened his lightsaber. He pointed it at Darth Sidious and his TIE Fighters in the air. Poe Dameron and his pilots flew to the TIE Fighters, they used the force to shoot at the TIE Fighters, and all of the TIE Fighters exploded.

Darth Sidious was very angry, he shouted, “Boba Fett!!!!!”

Then a green armored clone flew out of the bathroom. He brought thousands of stormtroopers and Imperial Guards with him.

Raymond used his lightsaber to point at Darth Sidious.

“I’m not afraid of you!” Darth Sidious laughed, “You are just a kid. You can’t defeat me.”

In the Cruiser, Luke questioned Paul, “Can he make it?”

“He can,” said Paul. “He can use his special force. He defeated Darth Vader, so he should be able to beat Darth Sidious as well.”
“What about Boba Fett and the thousands of troops?” asked Bruce.

“Don’t worry, Raymond is smart. He’ll come up with a plan,” Tony answered confidently.

“There’s the answer!” shouted Raymond up to the Cruiser.

Raymond jumped so high he jumped over the Cruiser. He spun his lightsaber faster and faster, and then he used the force to blow out many huge bursts of air, which killed thousands of stormtroopers and Imperial guards, except for Boba Fett. But he was hurt by the huge burst of air.

Next Raymond dropped to the ground with his lightsaber pointed at Darth Sidious who was still standing. The burst of air had not killed him. His force had protected him, but then, Raymond cut off Darth Sidious’s arms with two strong swings of his lightsaber. Unfortunately, Darth Sidious had gotten half of his arms back and his hands back from using the force.

Just as Raymond was about to cut off Darth Sidious’ head, he was shot by a stormtrooper who had not died.

Fortunately, Raymond did not die. He healed himself, but he was still a little hurt and it made him weak. He made another huge burst of air and finished off the rest of the army, but Boba Fett was still in the air. Although hurt, he was still alive.

Raymond jumped into the air and wanted to kill Boba Fett with one swing of his lightsaber, but Boba Fett shot at him with ten bullets. So, Raymond fell down to the ground.

Just as he was falling, Darth Sidious used the force to make force lightnings to shoot at Raymond.

Raymond lay on the ground, but he was still not dead. He couldn’t stand up. He could only lay on the ground.

Darth Sidious came wanting to finish him off.

“He couldn’t be dead!” shouted Luke Skywalker.

So, he jumped off the Cruiser, and landed on the ground next to Raymond.
He opened his lightsaber and pointed it at Darth Sidious.

“AH! Luke Skywalker. What a pleasant surprise. Now I get to kill my two worst enemies at the same time!” Darth Sidious said.

At that moment, Raymond opened his eyes, and pointed his lightsaber at Darth Sidious and quickly opened it. Luke Skywalker did the same thing and Darth Sidious flew backwards and lay on the ground surprised at the attack. He looked up at Raymond, and then fell back, dead.

“Let’s finish off Boba Fett at the same time!” yelled Raymond, who was still on the ground.

Luke Skywalker jumped very high, just like Raymond had and swung his lightsaber at Boba Fett. Raymond used the force to make a burst of air at Boba Fett and also to protect Luke Skywalker, so at that moment, Boba Fett fell from the sky and died.

“I think I have to collect my Legos in the box, to cleanup my living room so my mom doesn’t get mad at me. Except for the Resistance base,” Raymond said to Luke Skywalker.

Then Raymond fell back and took a nap.

Luke Skywalker carried Raymond up to the Cruiser, which was above them in the sky, but no one saw that Raymond had dropped something.

They flew back to the Resistance safely, as well as all the Ray Wing Fighters. Raymond was under the care of the Resistance medical robots. The next day, he woke up.

“Well, maybe it is time to say goodbye to my friends,” Raymond said to Poe Dameron and Luke Skywalker.

“They can’t go back,” said Poe Dameron. “Only Paul and Tony can go back.
The other four must stay here because I heard that their parents were killed by Darth Sidious.”

“That’s sad,” said Raymond.

“Do you want to take care of them?” Poe Dameron told him. “It might be better if they went with you.”

“OK, see you next time!” Said Raymond.

Paul and Tony looked at each other and said, “Next time?”

Raymond used the force to make two circles one blue and orange.

“As you can see, I got the orange one back. No one from the Empire will ever be able to use it again,” Raymond informed them.

Tony and Paul jumped into the orange circle. Raymond and the four boys jumped into the blue circle.

Then Raymond and the four boys returned to be humans and were in his room. Raymond touched his belt, and he screamed, “Where is my lightsaber?!!”

“Let’s go to the living room,” said Bruce. “Maybe you left it in there.”

They ran into the living room. When he saw the living room he totally freaked out. He saw all of his classmates from his summer camp in the room. There were two boys and fifteen girls. Now there were twenty-two kids in Raymond’s living room.

“Where did you come from?” he asked.

“We don’t know,” said Kirin. “Suddenly we were here.”

Raymond’s mother came home from work.

Raymond said, “I have to invent something to make you guys invisible, so my mom won’t see you here. You have to be very quiet!”

Raymond ran to his room to invent an invisibility machine, and when he was done he brought it to the living room and pointed it at them. Suddenly they were invisible!
“You need to be quiet. She cannot see you, but she can hear you,” Raymond informed them.
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At night, when he was about to go to his room to sleep, he made his classmates visible. His mother was already upstairs, so she wouldn’t see them.

“Did Darth Sidious do something to your parents?” Raymond questioned them.

“Yes, he killed our parents too, just like the others. We have no place to go,” they answered in tears.

“Do you want to stay here and be invisible?” Raymond asked.

“NO! We don’t want to be invisible all the time. We need a better plan,” Kirin spoke up.

“I only have this plan,” Raymond said. “I will make you invisible when you are sleeping. Then you will be like one person.”

Once again the children said, “NO! this place is too small.”

Raymond did not want his friends to leave. He liked having many kids in his house. They could play together all the time.

“We need a better plan!” the kids insisted.

“OK, I have an idea, if you can’t stay here. My house is not big enough. How many of you would like to join the Resistance?” Raymond asked. “You can become Lego people and live in Lego Land, is that OK?”

Kirin spoke up again, “That is a great plan!”

“OK, I’ll turn into a Lego man as well. There are too many dangers in Legoland space. I’ll protect you guys until we get to the resistance base.

“First we need to make enough Ray Wing Fighters, so you can fly there,” Raymond was making a new plan in his head.
It was easier to make the Ray Wing Fighters when they weren’t Lego men. It took about an hour to make enough fighters.

Then Raymond made a blue circle. The kids got into a line and one-by-one they put their fingers into the hole and changed into Lego men.

Raymond, Bruce, Luke, Harry and Gordon were the last to go through.

“OK, we’ve already been Lego men, so listen to me,” said Raymond. “We will teach you how to fly the Ray Wing Fighters before we can go to the Resistance Base.

It didn’t take a long time to teach them. The Ray Wing Fighters are very simple to fly.

Raymond led his classmates to the Resistance Base.

On the way, an alarm went off on Raymond’s panel. It showed hundreds of TIE Fighters were coming behind them.

“Oh, no! I haven’t taught them how to fight yet, and I don’t have my lightsaber. This is not going to be easy.

“Raymond to Ray Wing Fighters. Turn on your reflector shields NOW! We have enemy ships behind us and they are getting closer. Let me and my four friends attack the TIE Fighters. Just stay here and watch,” Raymond informed his classmates.

So, Raymond and the four others turned around and fired at the TIE Fighters. This time the TIE Fighters avoided the guns from the Ray Wing Fighters. They had learned new tactics from the TIE Fighters that had survived the last attack.

“This is going to be fun,” said Raymond. “They haven’t seen anything yet!”

Raymond spun his Ray Wing Fighter very fast and fired a spiral of canon shots that were so fast and so accurate that the TIE Fighters had no idea what happened. Gordon, then Harry, then Luke, and finally Bruce followed what Raymond did and it was not long before the remaining TIE Fighters were running back to the Empire.
Ten seconds later, the First Order Super Class Star Destroyer appeared out of nowhere. It was bigger than the planet Earth, and behind it there were many First Order Star Destroyers. Raymond had seen the Star Destroyers before but had never seen a Super Class Star Destroyer.


Raymond replied, “They must have copied my invisibility invention. Not to worry, we can still take them on.”

Raymond ordered, “Attack the Star Destroyers! We will take on the Super Class Star Destroyer later!”

He and his friends used the spiral attack again against the Star Destroyers, but it was no use. They had shields, just like the ones Raymond made for the Cruiser.

“How did they get all of my inventions? There must be a spy somewhere is giving them all of our secrets.”

Raymond was upset. So, he flew toward the Super Class Star Destroyer at light speed. He found a shaft and went into it.

“I still have an explosion ball I can use. At light speed I should be able to set off the blast and be far enough when it explodes, so that I won’t get hurt,” Raymond said to himself.

When he was in the middle he dropped the explosion bomb and flew out the other side. In one second the Super Class Star Destroyer was blown into millions of pieces, but Raymond was nowhere in sight.

The vibration from the light speed had caused the Super Class Destroyer to shake and explode.

His classmates heard something on the ground.

A voice came over the radio, “Help me to the Resistance!”

It was Raymond.

Bruce picked him up and took him to the Resistance base where Luke
Skywalker healed him.

Raymond was healed by Luke Skywalker very well, and he woke up immediately.

Raymond said to Luke Skywalker, “I haven’t got a lightsaber yet.”
“‘I’ll give you two green lightsabers this time,’” he replied.

Raymond’s friends were glad that Raymond woke up, so they slept in the base that night.

The next day when Raymond’s friends woke up, they saw something really weird. Raymond had DISAPPEARED!

The End